I explain a new, enhanced version, which may be implemented numerically, and applied to multidimensional diffusion processes with drift. It employs a system of ordinary differential equations, which must be integrated along any optimal trajectory.
The new technique permits the estimation not only of asymptotic exponential falloff rates, but also of the all-important pre-exponential factor:
the constant that multiplies the exponential. This yields precise predictions, in the small-volatility limit at least, for the (exponentially small!) rate at which rare fluctuations occur.
Tail probabilities computed from diffusion models often do not agree well with empirical data. The new technique applies, suitably modified, to jump-diffusion processes as well. So it should facilitate choosing a model that fits empirical data, even on the tails.
Related Approaches
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Rare event probability estimation via simulation; importance sampling; optimal 'exponential twisting' defined variationally. [ECE community; queueing 
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comprised by the event. The integral is a rate functional. is the most probable such trajectory in the ' ( limit. In that limit, all trajectories that do not maintain a constant zero value are exponentially suppressed. The optimal trajectory extending to a point
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Extension to General Drift-Diffusion Processes
=normalized valuedependent volatility; Itô interpretation).
The exponential falloff generalizes to:
For a scaled family of jump processes, E h 7 G would be the Legendre transform of the (possibly valuedependent!) cumulant generating function of the increments. For this drift-diffusion process,
The Vector-Valued Generalization
The stochastic differential equation for an The exponential falloff rate must be computed by integrating ¦ along the optimal trajectory terminating at this endpoint.
Application to Stationary Distributionş
Let an
be defined as above by a state-dependent drift field
, and a normalized state-dependent volatility matrix,
Suppose that these processes are globally stable, with unique stationary (i.e., time-invariant) probability distributions
, and that the drift 
Then, the asymptotics of
can be worked out to logarithmic accuracy:
The Action Function ç è é ê è ë 1. is zero on the attractor, and strictly positive elsewhere.
2. quantifies the frequency with which the random process 
Computing Dominant Trajectories and the Action Function
©
A pattern of outgoing dominant trajectories, and the value of at each of their endpoints, can be generated more easily from Hamilton's equations (1st-order) than from the EulerLagrange equations (2nd-order).
For this, both the trajectory and an auxiliary 'momentum trajectory' ! would be numerically generated, by:
The Hamiltonian function % 4 6 5 7 8 5 7 5
is defined by:
In theoretical physics,
R
would be an energy function, and energy is conserved:
along any optimal or dominant trajectory. 
The Boundary Crossing Application
Solving this equation yields the familiar dominant trajectories ("zero-energy optimal trajectories"), and the familiar numerical integration scheme.
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An equation for the pre-exponential function
, this must be integrated along the dominant trajectory from the attractor to Ì ä .
A Matrix Riccati Equation å
How to compute the Hessian matrix 
Potential Numerical Problems
#
The coupled ordinary differential equations for
, for
, for the matrix
, and
, are quite stiff. 
